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Two-Dimensional High-Resolution EL2 Topography
in Thin Semi-Insulating LBC-Grown GaAs Wafers

H. Ch. Alt and G. Packeiser

Slemens AG. Research Laboratories

Otto-Hahn-Ring 6, D-8000 Mrienchen 83, F. R. G.

Two-dimensional near-infrared abgorpfion maps of commercial 2tr GaAs wafers with a
spatial resolution up-to 100x100 pm- afe cqmpargd with X-ray topographs. In undoped
wafers of high dislocation density ( 10 '-10- cm -) taken from the seed end of the
crystal the EL2 distribution is strictly correlated with grown-in dlslocation net-
works even on a microscopic scale. In-doped wafers have a uniform EL2 concentration
in the dislocation-free central parf. At peripheral slip bands getterlng effects of
ELZ are observed.

The importance of GaAs substrate quality for
integrated circuit (IC) applications has been

pointed out by several groups of workers. Vari-
ations of threshold voltages of field-effect-tran-
sistors (FET) seem to be correlated with the local
dlslocation environment. 1-4) However,there is in-
creasing evi-dence that spatial concentration fluc-

D-8-2

tuations of the deep donor ELZ responsible for the

semi-ineulating properties of undbped GaAs cry-
stals have a strong influence upon electrical de-

q A\
vice parameters .''"'

From the point of view of a device producer a

definite correlation between device parameters

and crystal defects is needed. Therefore, as a
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first step a quantitative comparison bebween the
EL2 defect density and the ciislocation networks
ln commercial wafers - both measured with high
spatlal resolution - is highly desirable. In this
paper high-resolution and extremely sensltive qua.n-

titative measurements of the EL2 distribution in
semi-insulating LEC-grown (100) GaAs wafers (300-

500 pm thiekness ) are reported and compared with
X-ray topography.

For this purpose an experimental sef-up was

derrel.oped which is shown schematically in Fig, 1.

Based on a Si-diode arr-ay as detector elemerrt7)
absorption values at 10OO nm are determined

using a scanning technique. A spatial resclution
of '100x 100 pm- is possible for a 2t'wafer. Using
the calibration of Mar.t,in8) Lhe neutral EL2 con-.

centration is calculated. Special efforts are made

to obtain quantitative absorpLion data. For this
purpose the diode dark current is subtracted and

erraneous infensities due to stray light and mu1-

tiple reflexions from the wafer surface and opti-
caI lenses are carefully suppressed. Spatial in-
homogenei.ties of the illumination are eliminated
by taking the ratio of t,he transmitted intensity
and the reference intensity measured for each

diode.

Thus by moderafe statistical_ averaging it is
possible to detecb EL2 variations of 5x'lO1u "r-3in wafers of 400 ;rm thickness. The absolute accu-
racy of the absorption values has been checked by

comparison with a grafing spectrorneter. A syste-
matic error of less than 10 % was found.

The transmission X-ray topographs were taken
wlfh a rotating anode (Rigaku, 25 kW) using
MoKocn-radiation and the (220) refl_exion. The bow

I

of the wafer vertlcal to the scanning direction
was automatically corrected.

Results from fwo ( 100) LEC-grown GaAs wafers
obtained from different suppliers are presenLed:

Wafer /11 comes from a conventional undoped crystal
with a di-slocation density of 1O'l-105 "*-2. Wafer

It2 Ls In-doped (rn concentrationz 1.Zxto20 c*-3)
and has a low dlslocaLion density of less than

2-210- cm - in the central- area. Both samples were

cut from the seed end of the crystals.
Wafer ll1 exhibits fluctuations of the EL2 con-

centration up to 60 % with an average value of
16 -?1.9x10'- cm'. This value should be considered as

Fig. 2 ELz topography of wafer lfl (central area,
7. _ 212x12 mm-). Spatial resolution is 100xi00 pm'.

fn thls 1O-step grey-.scale plct white pixels
correspond to EL2 concentrations of 11.46xt016

-3 - ^16 -3crn ", black pixels of )2.39xi0'" cm ', and each

graduation denofes a rise of 0.12x1016 
"*-3.

Fig. I X-ray bopography of wafer /11 (same area

as in Fig. 2).
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an upper limit as any residual absorption in the

same spectral regicn due to oLher defects would

lead to concentrations being too high. The typi-
cal cellular and linear strucbures9) are found

identically both for the EL2 disbribution and the

dislocation density.
Even locaI1y a qualitative one-to-one corre-

latlon exists (Figs- 2,3)z Linear structures (A),

larger (B,C) and smaller ceIls (D,E) appear

in both Figs. Due to the smal.l wafer thickness

and the high density of data points the spatial
resolbtion in Fi.g. 2 is much better than the typi-
cal width of a celI. It is obvious that high EL2

defect densities (bIack areas) are confined to a

band of less than 1 50 pm thickness around the

highly dislocated cell boundary.

In general, the EL2 concenbration decreases

with an increasing di.stance from tlre next boundary

reaching an approximately constant value in very

Iarge ce1Is. Thls ca.n be illustrated performing

a line scan across cells of different size
(nig. 4). The ce1ls C, D, and E have a diameter

of about 1, O.75, and 0.5 mm, respectively. The

H l lrlr

5 X-ray topography of the fn-doped wafer
quarter) .

Fig. 6 ELz topography of wafer 112 (same area as

in Fig. 5). White pixels: ELZ concentration
(0.78x1016 

"*-3, brack pixels : 71.48xt016 "*-3,
graduati-on: o.o8x1o16 "r-3.

Wafer /12 doped with indium gives no cont,rast

in X-ray topography (Fig. 5) in the central area

of about 40 mm in diameter aside from growth

striations. Strong slip line patterns, however,

are observed in a peripheral ring of about 5 mm
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Fig. 4 Line scan

beginning at the

resolution is 50

e, D, and E which

indicated.

from top to botbom of Fig. 2

point marked by an array. Spatial
pm. The positi-ons of the cells
are crossed in the center are

absorption minimum in Lhe center is lower in
larger ce1ls whereas the absorption maximum at
the corresponding walls remains essentially con-

stant. It is, therefore, believed fhat i-n fhis
crystal the generation of EL2 defecfs is related
wifh the formafion of dislocation networks.



width. The central area of the EL2 map (Fig. 6)

displays essential.ly a constant absorption corres-
ponding to a concenbration of EL2 of 0.95x't016

-?cm ". ft is interesting Lo note.that the striations
are not accompanied by visible periodic fluctu-
ations of EL2. Therefore, if there is any in-
fluenee on the EL2 distribution it musL be below
the detection limit of aboul 5 %.

At the edge of the wafer the same features due

to slip bands are found as in X-ray topography. fn
addition, there exists a ring near the edge of the
wafer with an increased EL2 eoncentration
(e10-20 %). Obviously, an interaction between the
ring and the slip bands can be established: Strong
slip bands are leading to a reduction of the ELZ

density i.n the neighbourhood. This can be seen

most distinctly at the slip line marked by rrgrr in
Figs. 5,6. At this position the absorption within
the above-mentioned ring is lowered to a value
comparable to the inner part of the wafer.

A similar observation was made previou"1y10)
in an undoped crystal: Sheets along <110> were

surrounded by regions of reduced ELz absorption.
This was tentatively attributed t,o gettering of
EL2 to dislocation-clusters. Our results substan-
tiate that this mechanism is also acti.ve near
peripheral slip bands in indium. doped crystals.

In conclusionl we observed in undoped GaAs

wafers coming from the seed end of a crystal with
a high dislocation dens_tt,y a one-to-one corp€-
Iatlon between the EL2 distribut,ion and dislocation
networks. This is in agreement vrith t,he model that
EL2 is created during dislocation climb. fn Indium
doped c.rystals with a low dislocat,ion density in
the central area the EL2 concentration of

16 -?3t1x10'- cm - is probably determined by a high-
temperature thermodynamic equilibrium value. A

gettering effect at strong peripheral_ slip bands

was detected.
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